A Letter to Biden Human Rights
Article inspired from the meeting of the Egyptian Prime Minister
Mostafa Madbouly interview with BBC.
As part of the interview, the BBC anchor accused Egypt of violating
human rights. It is the accusation that we hear some time ago from
America and several European countries. And I wonder at the American
and European conscience that dares to accuse Egypt of this, and they
are the ones who came under the false pretense “Arab Spring” to
destroy our countries and steal its resources. Their hands are stained
with our blood, then they dare, without fear or shame, to accuse us of
violating human rights.
Stop deceiving the world and claiming that Egypt is violating human
rights. Stop pushing Egyptian Americans with dual citizenship to come
to Egypt and attack the administration to cause unrest, and when the
state holds them accountable, you accuse Egypt of violating human
rights!
You have played a lot on the ignorance and backwardness of the Arab
world. You have come here to plunder our wealth, and to tear our
nations into pieces in order to implement your policies to dominate the
world. You destroyed Iraq, Syria, Yemen and Libya to achieve your
despicable goals aiming at dividing the Middle East into religious and
ethnic factions and sects living in small sectors without borders, so that
the west could draw the map of the Middle East in accordance with its
geostrategic needs and objectives. And you did not care about the
victims of women, men and children who are now living in tents for
nine years. You have made the families who used to live safe in their
homes, refugees, living in shelters and tents in strange countries.
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Our women were raped, our men were humiliated, and our children
died, but you didn’t care. You were planning for all this destruction from
behind the scenes. You launched a vicious proxy war against us. You
recruited traitors and loaded them with money to fuel revolutions and
overthrow the rulers under the pretext of democracy and freedom, but
the main purpose was destruction, then robbery of wealth, and then
planning to build the new Middle East in which there is no control
except your ambitions for hegemony and the sovereignty of Israel!
The Arabs in your thinking are bloodthirsty and killers, and do not
deserve to live, they are not worthy of their wealth, their religion is
false, their prophet is an imposter claiming prophecy, and their book is
a theft from the Taura and the Gospel. You even claimed that we
Muslims worship an idol god, a monkey god, a moon god! Is this not
what you said about us? All these obscenities are recorded in your
articles and books, and audio-visual broadcast, you cannot deny it. And
how about the obscene words uttered by your religious and military
leaders, and even congressmen? What do you call these obscenities,
freedom of speech, democracy or maybe human rights?
When you are told to desist from slandering God, His Messenger and
the Book He descended on Muhammad, you say with the utmost
arrogance this is a free country and we are free to say whatever we
want. Do you mock God, His Messenger and His Book? Evil is what you
said about the Lord of Glory and His Messenger, the best of all creation.
And evil is what you said about His Mighty Book, the Koran. You will die
and for that you will be asked before the Lord of creation.
You have violated our right to worship our Lord in peace, you have
insulted our religion and our God, you have burned our Qur’an in your
churches, and you have set an annual event in which people gather to
watch this burning.
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After September 11, you treated innocent American Muslims like dogs,
locked them in airports, searched men and women in a humiliating
search, and threw them in prisons without accusation or a lawyer to
defend them.
Where are human rights here human rights advocates?
All these crimes that you have committed against our countries are
crimes that deserve punishment from the International Court of Justice.
America and her allies with their hands stained with our blood are the
last to accuse us of violating human rights. You allow justice and
freedom for yourselves, as for us, you have taken human rights as an
entry point to torment us and stir up unrest to delay us from the
development process that we wanted for our country.
President Biden talks about the violation of human rights in Egypt and
forgot that he was Obama's deputy who destroyed Syria and Libya and
gave the Muslim Brotherhood billions of dollars to make revolutions in
the Middle East and most importantly to destroy Egypt.
Biden forgot that President Clinton starved the people of Iraq and hit
them with depleted bombs for months. As a result, women were
miscarried and gave birth to deformed children with leukemia, and
millions of these children died. Clinton destroyed Iraq's infrastructure so
water was polluted, disease spread, poverty and prostitution also
spread, and millions of men and women died!
Where are the human rights of all those who died of starvation and
bombing Mr. Biden?
Bush the son came to fulfill the dream of the American Zionist right, or
say the Christian Zionist coalition, and that was the establishment of the
“New Middle East,” which begins with destroying Iraq first. In order to
convinced the world falsely of the necessity of war in Iraq, In order to
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convince the world falsely of the necessity of war in Iraq, Bush
fabricated a lie that Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction. The
United Nations however, proved through research teams, that Iraq was
devoid of weapons of mass destruction, but Bush ignored the
resolutions of the United Nations and invaded Iraq to ruin it further.
Bush persuaded Tony Blair to invade Iraq as well. Blair, this submissive
poodle, had to convince his people too of invading Iraq.
It was funny and despicable at the same time to see Bush lying in
Congress and Colin Powell lying in the Security Council and the
submissive poodle Tony Blair lying in the House of Commons!
Population-based studies produced estimates of the number of Iraq
War casualties ranging from 151,000 violent deaths as of June 2006 (per
the Iraq Family Health Survey) to 1,033,000 excess deaths (per the 2007
Opinion Research Business (ORB survey).
Where are the human rights of the Iraqis killed during the American war
Biden? Then the American proxy war heavily financed by the American
administration continued to destroy Syria, Yemen, and Libya with
casualties amounting to 470,000 in Syria, almost 377,000 in Yemen,
50,000 in Libya. Where are the human rights of all those killed in the
various proxy wars you government had launched against the innocents
?
Your tool to destroy the Arab countries was the terrorist organizations
which you established and heavily sponsored like Al-Qaeda in
Afghanistan and ISIS, the Muslim Brotherhood and the Muslim
extremist groups in the Middle East. The political upheaval they caused
in the Middle East created an ideal environment for terrorism to grow
and thrive.
The first concern of those behind the Arab Spring was the fall of Egypt,
but she did not fall. They became enraged for they have done
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everything in their power to bring her down, but she but stood weak on
her feet after they dismembered her. They cut off Sinai from her and
gave it to terrorist organizations, they threatened her borders from east,
north and west, and pushed Ethiopia to threaten Egypt from the south
by cutting off our water. They pushed the traitor, Abi Ahmed, to prevent
water from Egypt, after they bought him by awarding him the Nobel
Prize.
Egypt's idea of human rights is completely different from what the West
sees.
Al-Sisi took over Egypt after thirty years of corrupt rule and after all the
factors of demolition that had been planned by her enemies to take her
down was rooted in her. Al-Sisi is not only trying to rebuild the country,
but is also trying to eliminate the remnants of the proxy war that the
west created in our country.
El-Sisi took over the country after the American-funded Muslim
Brotherhood set fires everywhere. They set fire in churches, in
infrastructures and in mosques. They killed the innocents and spread
terror everywhere.
Al-Sisi took over after the economy fully collapsed, and hostile
non-governmental organizations were funding Islamic militias trained in
camps abroad to destroy Egypt. Al-Sisi took over after Anne Patterson
the American Ambassador in Egypt strongly supported the Muslim
Brotherhood to take power and stood against the current civilian
government. Due to her support, The Muslim Brotherhood succeeded
in bringing in a Brotherhood president. During his rule however, fires
increased, electricity, energy, gas and fuel were cut off.
Al-Sisi took over the country and there were no police, security forces,
constitution, judiciary, litigation, courts or parliament.
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Al-Sisi came to rule a collapsed country; and to eliminate the traitors
sent from abroad to bring down Egypt. He had to start from scratch.
In about seven years of his rule he did wonders and miracles. He built
roads, bridges and tunnels, built electric power stations, extracted the
treasures of the earth from its interior, brought out gold, gas, oil and
black sand, repaired millions of lands and made them suitable for
agriculture. This year, Egypt exported food to the world with a value of
35 billion dollars. He built nuclear reactors to increase electric power,
built fish farms, established spinning and weaving factories to restore
cotton to its comparative advantage, established cement and fertilizer
factories, modernized railways, trains and wagons, and spread a
network of high-speed trains and monorails.
As for tourism, it is not only advertising that he relied on, but he also
repaired its infrastructure, and held international shows that were
admired by the public, such as the mummies and ram’s road shows.
When Al-Sisi took over the country, the army was old, so he updated all
its weapons and made the army one of the ten most powerful armies in
the world. The military and naval industries had grown to a large extent.
The concept of human rights according to Al-Sisi is that the Egyptian
person should live a decent life, in terms of education, health, work to
live on, and a fair judiciary.
Education now depends on understanding and innovation, and not on
memorization only, as was the case in the past. Al-Sisi is keen to build
the Egyptian man by following a comprehensive educational system
that balances between the academic aspect and the development of
the self-ability to think and innovate. Al-Sisi is trying to elevate the
system of education in Egypt by implementing the Japanese education
systems in Egyptian schools at the level of all the governorates. Al-Sisi is
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trying hard to produce generations enjoying human and moral values
that qualify them for positive interaction with society.
As for health, Prof. Dr. Mohamed A. Ghoneim, Professor Emeritus of
Urology and Nephrology, Center, Mansoura, established the unit for
dialysis and kidney transplantation. It offers an integrated and
comprehensive service covering all aspects of kidney disease and its
treatment, including kidney transplantation.
This unit has become a center for teaching world doctors everything
related to kidney diseases and transplantation.
The Magdy Yacoub Foundation for Cardiac Diseases and Research was
founded by surgeon Magdy Yacoub in Aswan to provide free medical
services at the highest level to Egyptians, particularly less fortunate
children. The foundation also aims to train young doctors and nurses in
accordance with the highest international medical standards and to
develop research in the field of basic, applied and biomedical sciences
including genetics, proteins and food metabolism.
Dr. Magdy Yacoub is now establishing further, a Global Heart Centre.
The center will have a land size of 37 acres, a built-up area of 27 acres
and include 300 beds, making it the largest healthcare facility in the
region for cardiac care, treatment and research. Upon completion, the
Magdy Yacoub Global Heart Centre will have a patient capacity of over
120,000 annually.
When Al- Sisi took power, most Egyptians had hepatitis C disease. Al-Sisi
treated millions of injured Egyptians until they were all cured, and the
disease was almost over from Egypt.
Talking about health insurance in Egypt, all governments that came
after the January Revolution adopted the idea of a universal health
insurance system that addresses the distortions of the current health
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insurance system and provides a satisfactory health service for all
citizens. However, the idea did not receive necessary discussion due to
political and security instability at the time. Although the universal
health insurance law was issued in December 2017, and its executive
regulation was issued on 5 May, however the law has not yet been put
into force in spite of the fact that Abdel Fattah al-Sisi issued a decree on
the fifth of July for launching the scheme’s first phase as stated by the
law.
The new law has transferred financial commitment from the State as
stipulated by the Constitution to the individual and society. The State
shall establish a comprehensive health insurance system covering all
diseases for all Egyptians; and the Law shall regulate citizens’
contribution to or exemption from its subscriptions based on their
income rates.”
Egypt’s Universal Health Insurance Authority (UHIA) will add over 100
fresh medical services for its beneficiaries within six months after
agreeing with the providers from both local and private sectors on the
prices of such services,
Quite recently, Al-Sisi increased Pensions by a reasonable amount.
Last but not least, we come to the huge “Decent Life” project or “Hayat
Karima” as known in Arabic. “Decent Life” is an initiative endorsed by
President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi, with the main objective of improving the
quality of life in the poorest rural communities within the framework of
the Sustainable Development Strategy: Egypt Vision 2030, through
decreasing multidimensional poverty and unemployment rates.
This initiative has contributed to mitigating the negative impacts of
COVID-19 through improving the standards of living conditions of the
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most in need groups and through providing job opportunities. The goals
of this initiative are to be achieved through: providing decent housing;
providing water and sanitation for deprived families; providing medical
and educational services; establishing micro-projects for those most in
need and providing in-kind support periodically to most in need
families.
The initiative has 4 pillars: 1) Improving living-standards and investing in
human capital 2) developing infrastructure services 3) raising the quality
of human development services 4) economic development. especially,
in the poorest villages with increased access to the basic services such
as: health, education, water and sanitation…etc.
In January 2019, the first phase was launched targeting to cover 375
villages across Egypt. By launching the second phase, in January 2021,
the number of targeted villages will increase to 1500, with the number
of beneficiaries representing 20% of the overall Egyptian population.
The presidential initiative comes as an affirmation of the state's
willingness to implement the participatory planning approach through
integrating citizens in the need’s identification stage, along with the
government and civil society's participation in the implementation and
monitoring process.
This is how Al-Sisi looks at human rights in Egypt - providing food and
clothing for citizens, providing health and good education for the new
generations, and providing security and safety for the Egyptian people
against any aggression that comes from inside or outside.
After building Egypt and getting it back on its feet, and bringing out
generations aware of the conspiracies being plotted against their
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country, Al -Sisi will begin to establish a democratic system based on our
circumstances; the rotation of power in it is based on preserving the
achievements that had been made, and looking forward to more
successes in the future so that Egypt takes its worthy place among the
nations.
The countries that try to infiltrate Egypt by accusing her with violating
human rights and the like of falsehood and lies, must understand that
the dormant giant has risen from his slumber and became impervious
to the dirt thrown at him by the West.
Egypt will not fall; it has become a major regional power. It is better that
you put your hands in ours, so that we can work together in harmony
and peace without harm or damage for both parties.
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